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1 Introduction

Rendering photorealistic terrains is a challenge in several ways.
The renderer must robustly handle detail levels from small boul-
ders to entire planets, sometimes even within a single frame. It
must handle surfaces that are displaced very heavily by shaders and
allow the artists a large degree of control over them. Lastly, it must
be able to output highly detailed images and animations with po-
tentially very large amounts of motion blur, all at film resolution.

This sketch presents the foundation of a terrain rendering system
that has been used in feature films such as Star Trek: Nemesis and
The Missing. Features include a novel texture antialiasing solution,
efficient motion blur rendering, automatic triangle-level LOD inte-
grated with a modular shader architecture.

2 Overview

The system is an object-based renderer that uses a simple but ro-
bust algorithm to subdivide low-resolution geometry to micropoly-
gon levels. Detail is added during the recursive subdivision process
through the use of a modular shade tree-based plugin system. Ev-
ery triangle in the initial geometry is subdivided until it reaches a
user-specified screen-space size. This detail level, or shading rate,
does not need to be constant, and the same shading system used for
applying color to the surface can be used to specify relative mod-
ifiers to the shading rate. This has allowed occlusion and motion
optimizations to be implemented as stand-alone plugins. By con-
tinuously subdividing triangles that are closest to the camera it is
possible to terminate or simplify many subdivisions for triangles
that are later occluded.

The renderer handles scales ranging from small boulders to entire
planet surfaces. To ensure high quality animation, care must be
taken in the cases where individual triangles move between subdi-
vision levels. Thus, in order to handle aliasing and LOD changes
in animation as regions of the geometry move from far background
into foreground, a blending algorithm is used. This blending en-
sures that both color values and vertex position are gradually altered
as subdivision levels change.

The system capitalizes on the fact that the subdivision scheme is
completely predictable. From one frame to the next, vertices can
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Figure 1: Heavily displaced planet surface

only be added or removed, but they will never move in space. This,
together with the LOD blending mentioned above, considerably re-
duces temporal aliasing. Shaders can take advantage of this by only
being computed as point samples, without respect to the spot size,
which simplifies shader development. For very regular patterns,
spatial antialiasing still needs to be performed, but we have found
that most of the shaders that are useful for planet and terrain ren-
dering are very irregular.

Once a triangle has been fully subdivided and the necessary LOD
blending has been applied, the shading system is again called to
compute illumination and atmosphere calculations. This is sepa-
rated from the color and displacement shading in order to save com-
putation time, since many of the triangles computed don’t actually
contribute to the final pixels. Finally, triangles are rasterized into a
buffer that supersamples in the time and spatial domains. Because
the buckets are relatively large and triangles are only shaded once
per frame, the time penalty for motion blur is minimized.
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